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Preface
Between October 2004 and mid-March 2006, I wrote about 350,000 words to
complete three nonfiction books. By the time I was finished, I felt anemic and wrung
dry, so I began reading to replenish the words, concepts, and images I needed to write
this book. Besides Timothy Egan’s amazing account of the Dust Bowl days, The Worst
Hard Times, and Erik Larson’s The Devil in the White City, I read mostly fiction as a
steady diet. I read like I was a lonely recluse while Oregon’s spring rains wept down
my windows and my flower beds began blooming. I read in the middle of the night,
while I should have been editing or writing, in trains and planes and waiting rooms,
and most often sprawled on my comfortable, overstuffed sofa.
I traveled far in my literary wanderings, and somewhere in the midst of this reading,
a sort of triage for the writer’s soul, my weariness subsided. The ragged edges of my
brain started mending and were replaced by a galaxy of characters, plots, scenes, and
bits that all added up to the particular alchemy that is fiction. And I fell back in love
with this part of my life. And then in June 2006, I started writing this book; the ideas I
wanted to bring forth, along with the characters who had been occupying my
imagination, became my companions during these months of writing.
While I indulged in my reading spree, an important realization was taking shape. I
realized that I was going to center this book on the fact that fictional characters are
vulnerable.
While musing about this, I went walking in the gala that is Portland’s springtime.
We’re a city of gardeners; everywhere, flowers, ferns, trees, and bushes were awash
with color and new life. The air was perfumed and made sweet by blossoms. As
sunsets took on a rosy afterglow, I kept walking and teasing at this idea of
vulnerability and thinking about how it applied to my life, my relationships, and my
sorrows. I cannot speak for your vulnerabilities, but I’ve been ripped off, lied to,
slandered, gossiped about, slapped, falsely accused, and had my truths not believed.
I’ve had my heart broken, had my pride stomped on, witnessed unforgivable acts, and
heard words that hurt so much I wished that they would not replay in my head, but
they did. In all these moments—some tear-soaked, some life-defining, but all
character-building moments—I have felt vulnerable.
And I believe these feelings of vulnerability—when a person feels scared and alone
and overwhelmed and pissed off, when the sting of unfairness bites deep—while
miserable to live through, are the basis for writing compelling fiction. You see, we
don’t read fiction to follow the lives of perfect people who float through blissful days.
We don’t read fiction to applaud from the sidelines as a superhero who never missteps
sails to victory. Nor do we read fiction to follow people in the midst of goodness, luck,
success, and joy. Instead, we read to wallow in a character’s misery and struggles, to
plunge into his or her emotional depths, to experience the doubts, worries, and pains.
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We worry when characters are vulnerable. And when we worry, we keep reading.
The most vulnerable and interesting characters make the outcome more delicious.
The wellspring for these vulnerabilities can often be traced to our memories.
During my walks, memories of my childhood vulnerabilities would strike. When I
was in first grade, I visited a friend after school. It was October, and before I left for
her house, my mother warned me that daylight saving time was over, and that it would
grow dark early. Being six years old, this didn’t register. But when I left my
classmate’s cozy attic bedroom to walk home, the world had turned as black as the
inside of a coffin. I didn’t know it then, but I have lousy night vision. I could barely
grope my way the seven or so blocks home.
The worst of it was walking past the witch’s house. Back then, every neighborhood
had a witch’s house—a place with a sagging porch and peeling paint, where older
people with age- and pain-etched faces lived and would yell at kids who trespassed on
their property. I stumbled past my neighborhood’s witch house as fast as I could, sure
that someone or some thing would emerge shrieking to snatch me from the sidewalk.
With my heart galloping, I felt like I was drowning in the nightmare darkness.
A few months earlier, my parents’ friends who lived in the city had made their
annual visit. Their two sons were two and three years older than me and, along with
my older brother, we were allowed to attend an evening movie. It was a double billing,
The H-Man and The Woman Eater. I remember so clearly the new dress I wore that
night: it was blue plaid with a sailor collar, and I loved it.
But I wasn’t ready for the movies. The H-Man was a kind of yellow-green slime
that crept and oozed over a city, destroying everything in its wake. The Woman Eater
was a phallic monster comprised of dozens of writhing snakes, and when a woman
was tossed into its embrace, she would die, struggling and screaming in terror. We
emerged blinking from this frightfest into the dark for the walk home, which was
about two miles. Back then, kids walked the streets of our small northern town without
worry. But the boys decided to tease me that night. As a joke, they ditched me to walk
alone and would periodically spring from behind trees, screeching and imitating The
Woman Eater. Weeping and terrified, I ran home to tattle on the boys, and then was
admonished by the adults that I was a crybaby.
Meanwhile, back in my grown-up life, as spring tilted into summer I remembered a
summer class that I used to teach for kids in the mid-1990s. It was called Myths,
Monsters, Heroes, and Ghost Stories. Ten children, ages eight to ten, and I would
gather in a classroom at Portland State University and I’d teach techniques for writing
fiction. Sometimes they’d read their new stories aloud to the class, and sometimes I’d
turn out the lights to read them ghost stories.
With the lights dimmed, we’d talk about nightmares. I told them that I could still
remember nightmares from my own childhood, and I recounted a few. I revealed how
the flying monkeys in the movie The Wizard of Oz terrified me as a girl, and soon after
I first watched it, the Wicked Witch arrived in one of my nightmares to bargain with
my father for my life. With her bony claw, she clung onto my arm while my father
grasped the other, offering her a purple tin box that he stored his mementos in.
Then my students chimed in, describing the usual night horrors, such as being
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chased by a monster yet being too frozen with terror to scream or run. But there was
one girl’s nightmare I’ve never forgotten. She was on a camping trip, and as she looks
around the campfire’s gleam, she discovers that each of her family members has
disappeared to be replaced by a pile of silvery bones, and she’s sitting alone within
that ghostly circle.
We then listed all our physical reactions to nightmares—having a rapid heart rate,
breathing fast, and feeling sweaty, disorientated, and panicked. Our list of symptoms
was long. Afterward, we talked about how to transfer our nightmare reactions onto the
page. It was my way of trying to teach “show, don’t tell,” and sometimes it worked.
In fiction, you toss your main characters out on a limb, preferably a limb that
dangles off a steep cliff over a raging torrent of sea below, and that sea has bottomless
depths. This limb (the frailer the better) can have a thousand permutations, but it is
always precarious, with some kind of danger or dreaded outcome possible.
The best means to put your characters at risk is to create characters to torment,
threaten, and frighten them. The characters, bad guys in some form, rattle the limb and
push the character toward the precipice above raging water. It’s with these characters
that vulnerability is made visible and conflict boils red hot.
So, in your own life, savor your nightmares and memories of vulnerability, and
recall your own cast of bad guys. Their behaviors, though difficult to endure, are
valuable fodder for your stories. Play detective in your own life and in the lives of the
bad guys you have tangled with. Find the truth of who they are and why they act the
way they do. In life, vulnerability hurts; but in fiction writing, exposing these feelings,
and the people who cause them, is the essence of powerful storytelling.
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INTRODUCTION

Primal Fears
To suffering there is a limit; to fearing, none.
—FRANCIS BACON
The world is a dangerous place. We’re taught this fact as children, when we were
warned about stepping into oncoming traffic, playing with matches, accepting candy
from strangers, and running with a pointed stick. But children know that bigger
dangers loom because monsters, witches, ghosts, and villains all have more fright
power than sticks or oncoming traffic. These creatures invaded our nightmares, as they
were depicted in movies and Marvel Comics, heard in fairy tales and myths, and told
around campfires with the flames crackling and a chorus of night sounds adding an
extra shiver to the ghostly tale.
In our childhood, we also first meet real-life bad guys and learn that cruelty is an
inescapable reality. These harsh lessons can come in the form of a classroom bully, a
sadistic cousin, a teacher who seems to have it in for you, or a creepy stranger. At an
early age we learn distrust and unease because life holds dangers, and we discover that
it takes resilience and courage to navigate through our days.
This particular legacy of childhood lingers into adulthood, and fiction writers can
capitalize on this. In fact, it’s a fiction writer’s job to remember childhood’s hard
lessons about vulnerability and dangers, and then to rouse those memories and fears in
readers. You see, readers are drawn to vulnerable characters in precarious
circumstances. They are the heart of fiction. We enjoy reading about a fictional
character threatened by menace since it’s safely removed from us, yet we can still
enjoy the thrill ride because we’re well acquainted with fear and feelings of
vulnerability. So, in essence, readers are asking authors to bring on the baddest bad
guy, the scariest monster, the freakiest sociopath, the most depraved killer—and they’ll
flip through the pages with their attention focused on the carnage. Here’s how it
works.

PRIMAL FEARS
Few other creatures on Earth have such a long period of dependence and vulnerability
as the human child, who is born completely helpless and unable to walk until he is
almost a year old. Childhood imprints lasting vestiges of vulnerability. In reading
fiction, these memories are easily stirred and nothing stirs these memories like a bad
guy on the page bringing out the child in all of us, reminding us of times when we
were small and not calling the shots, and of times when we were terrified by the
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monster that lurked in the closet when the lights were turned out.
Children have an intimate and in-depth knowledge of fear. It stalks you on the
playground when the oversized seventh-grader demands your lunch money. It lurks in
the night shadows when the gloom morphs into creatures and horrors. It happens when
you get caught for infractions and worry about the punishment. It can be awakened
when nature lashes out of control with a booming thunderstorm, when you walk past a
graveyard on a dare, or when the haunted house at the county fair offers up more fright
than you bargained for.
However, memories of scary events serve a practical biological function in humans
because they allow us to anticipate and avoid future dangers. We all know what fear
feels like; it prickles us with an unpleasant sensation of possible risk or danger. As we
age, some fears are outgrown like the fear of the dark; some are faced down like the
taunts and punches from the classroom bully; and some are bypassed by practical
decisions such as wearing a seat belt.
Fear is also a thrill—part fun, part terror—like being poised at the peak of a roller
coaster hill before the car plunges down, down, down with reckless speed. It is this
thrill-ride aspect of fear that fiction readers seek within the pages of a story.
When a reader is afraid because of what is happening in the story, you’re activating
neural pathways in the brain that were laid down in childhood by real and imagined
dangers. These neural pathways will cause physical and emotional reactions in the
reader that will feel much like the torments and real dangers of the world. So, when
fiction writers create situations, along with bad guys and creatures most of us want to
avoid meeting, the reader will keep turning the pages because he’s longing to know the
outcome and if the danger will be overcome. But, most important, he keeps reading
because he enjoys the arousal and worry that accompanies reading.

THE MECHANICS OF FEAR
The fear response is hard-wired into the human body through a series of mechanisms
that evolved from days when our ancestors needed to outrun a charging lioness or
avoid a massive grizzly bear lunching in the berry patch. Writers would be wise to
understand this instinctual mechanism and how it underlies our experiences of reading
fiction and watching films.
Fear is a defense mechanism designed to help us cope with danger and conserve our
brains and organs. It is an instinctual, genetic legacy since our ancestors who used fear
to their benefit survived to pass along these ingrained reactions. Our ancestors were on
a first-name basis with danger, and they were often fleeing, fighting, and hunting for
survival. When fear strikes, a blood supply is sent to our muscles to marshal the
available energy needed. Called the fight-or-flight response, this energy is aroused by
a rush of adrenaline, along with extra minerals and oxygen to the muscles. Often,
when a person is afraid, he’ll become pale because the blood has been summoned
from the skin and stomach to supply the muscles.
The fight-or-flight response sends a cascade of hormones via the nervous system
and bloodstream to help the body deal with the threat. Besides the reactions already
mentioned, the heart rate and blood pressure increase; the pupils dilate to take in more
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light; veins constrict to send more blood to major muscles, which is why a chill is
often associated with fear; nonessential functions like digestion and the immune
system are shut down; blood-glucose levels increase; smooth muscles relax to allow
more oxygen into the lungs; major muscles tense because they are pumped up by
glucose and adrenaline. The person feeling the danger will have trouble focusing on
small details because the brain directs the senses to take in the big picture.
The fear response is created in the brain and happens automatically. It is actually the
result of two different response patterns: a simple set of reactions, followed by a more
complex reaction. To arouse the fear reactions, you need a setup, followed by a
stimulus. Imagine this scenario: It’s a proverbial dark and stormy night with lightning
flickering across the sky. The wind is slashing at tree branches and sending objects
skittering along the street. Sleeping fitfully in the midst of the storm, you’re startled
awake by a loud banging coming from the direction of the back door. Since it’s almost
two in the morning, you’re sure it cannot be a neighbor or friend, and you wonder
what is making the sound. Thus, the knocking is the stimulus, which then alerts the
thalamus in the brain. The thalamus is a walnut-sized area in the brain’s core that
serves as a communication center. It cannot immediately judge if the sound is a serial
killer or the wind, but it knows you’re receiving a danger signal, so it alerts the
amygdala, which is involved in computing the emotional significance of events. The
amygdala receives the neural impulses and then sends a signal to the hypothalamus.
The hypothalamus is the center for the brain’s most powerful hormones that relay
information and instruction to all parts of the brain and body. After receiving the cue,
the hypothalamus triggers the fight-or-flight response.
There is a more complicated response that is also triggered by the danger signal and
helps you judge if there is truly a danger and, if so, what your survival options and
reactions will be. When one of your senses perceives danger, it relays this information
to the thalamus. The thalamus then sends the data to the sensory cortex, where it is
interpreted. The sensory cortex determines if there is more than one explanation for
the noise and then passes the information along to the hippocampus. The
hippocampus, which works as the brain’s switchboard and is responsible for piecing
separate bits of information together, takes in all the information about the storm,
perhaps about a possible loose shutter near the door, and keys in to other sounds, such
as a branch breaking off and thudding to the ground, which suggests that the wind has
increased. When the hippocampus, via the senses, hears the branch fall and the wind
increasing a few decibels, it relays a message back to the amygdala that the threat is
related to the storm, not an intruder. The amygdala then tells the hypothalamus to shut
down the fight-or-flight response.
What’s important to know is that the stimulus—the sound in the middle of the night
—triggers the simple reaction and the complex reaction at the same time, and it all
happens in mere seconds. This means that you’ll experience a few moments of terror
before you calm down. As a writer, your characters will also experience these
reactions, although you won’t be spelling them out in clinical terms. Because your
reader has been through the fight-or-flight response so many times and memories have
laid down the circuitry of what a response to danger feels like, he’ll instinctively
understand and also feel the character’s reactions, which lets him vicariously
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experience the terror and buzz of danger.
WHY WE FEAR
As already mentioned, the fight-or-flight response has been passed down from our
more primitive ancestors. It is a survival mechanism found in all animals. However,
another function of fear is conditioned and linked to memory. If a child is bitten by a
dog when he’s four, he can still cower when a dog approaches twenty years later. Or, if
he were raised in a household with violence, the sound of raised voices or a vase
crashing can send him into a tumult of unpleasant emotions and reactions. Along with
fear reactions, powerful emotions can be stirred when an event or threat reminds the
person of the past threat.
Fear can also be activated when a person must act in a situation but doesn’t have
enough information about how to go about things. Let’s imagine a second scenario that
is occurring during the aforementioned storm. A young couple, Ron and Amelia, are
forced to leave the safety of their home in the middle of the night because Amelia is
nine months pregnant and her water just broke. So, with Amelia gasping at the pain
from the contractions, they venture out into the stormy night replete with booming
thunder, fierce winds, and lightning lashing the starless sky. As they drive a few
blocks, they discover that the harsh storm has flooded the road ahead and branches are
scattered on the roadway. It is the only route to the hospital. Should they turn back and
try and call 9-1-1, hoping that an ambulance or rescue vehicle can somehow make it
through the road? Will their phone call get through, because they’ve seen some lines
down and they’re wondering if phone or power lines are working? Should Ron try to
lift some of the branches out of the way?
As Amelia gasps again from a pain that pierces her spine and seems to halve her
midsection, Ron reluctantly turns back toward home, not sure he’s doing the right
thing.
Many of us can look back at crossroads we took at various times in our lives and
know with hindsight that the decisions and choices we made were sometimes right,
sometimes wrong. These crossroad moments are inherently dramatic because they’re
laced with uncertainty and linked to fear. This aspect of fear can be helpful for you as
a fiction writer as you thrust characters on the horns of dilemmas and beset them with
tough choices, or as you force a sympathetic character to face the unknown future.

EMBEDDED IN CULTURE
Worldwide, storytelling evolved for many reasons, but one reason was to help people
cope with both real and imagined fears. Sometimes our ancestors were trying to
understand how lightning strikes, but also why crops fail, predatory animals attack,
babies die, and wells go dry. In fact, daily life offers up countless mysteries, worries,
and calamities. But for fiction writers, it’s helpful to remember that people the world
over have invented, whispered about, and feared monsters and bad guys since the
beginning of humankind. Many theories exist about why these monsters and haunts
are so embedded in cultures worldwide, but perhaps there are two easy explanations.
First, evil does exist, and it is easily witnessed every day in acts of violence, cruelty,
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and exploitation. Second, as modern life becomes increasingly complicated, there is
much to be feared because the future is unknown and fate is random and often
unexplainable.
Stories exist in many forms, from epic quests to lullabies, to folk tales and fables.
You will find tales of dragons, small folks, fairies, and sea monsters. Family feuds,
bitter rivalries, betrayals, and jealousies are stock story lines in ancient tales, complete
with matricide, fratricide, and regicide; power grabs and turf battles are still found in
contemporary stories, as in the television series The Sopranos.
Myths are all around us, and the human need for myth and stories will never go
away, just as our need to quell our primal fears will never vanish. Humans have always
told these timeless exploits. We have always used stories to combat evil and fear by
invented heroes and gods who fight for us. Some might argue that the timeless tale of
good versus evil is embedded in our DNA, today easily recognized in the success of
the Harry Potter series and the Star Wars films. And because both gods and mortal
heroes need forces to come up against, there have also always been antagonists and
villains—conflict and evil made visible.

BACK TO BAD GUYS
Fear in a reader is a good thing, and it’s easy to arouse because it is a biochemical and
neurological process. Now comes the next step: creating bad guys who make the
reader twist with anxiety, who slip into nightmares.
Because it’s so easy to create cookie-cutter bad guys, it’s important to invent fresh
adversaries, hooligans, and monsters for your characters to meet with. If your vampire
brings Dracula to mind, you’ve failed—just as if your horror story reminds a reader of
a Stephen King plot, or your fantasy tale is a copy of the sweeping saga written by
George R.R. Martin. Your heroes and bad guys will be shaped by all the stories you’ve
read since childhood, stirred together with long-ago fears, then seasoned with all the
creeps, bad bosses, and heartbreakers you’ve encountered in real life. You bring this
rich meld to the task of writing fiction, and you start off by creating characters who are
memorable.
Throughout this book, I’m going to keep talking about how flawed and vulnerable
characters create empathy in the reader. Sometimes these characters will be
protagonists, sometimes they’ll be victims in a situation, and at times they’ll even be
bad guys. Note, too, that while the pronoun “he” is often used in discussions
throughout the book, this was done for the sake of simplicity. Almost all character
types (except gender-specific ones like bad boys and bitches) can be either male or
female. As you read through this book and approach your own writing, it can be
enormously helpful to recall the times you felt most afraid, especially noting what
your bodily reactions were. These fears and dark moments are treasure troves for
creating believable fictional characters.
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CHAPTER ONE

Unforgettable
Plot springs from character … I’ve always sort of believed that these people inside me
—these characters—know who they are and what they’re about and what happens,
and they need me to help get it down on paper because they don’t type.
—ANNE LAMOTT
Long after the intricacies of a fictional plot fade from a reader’s memory, the
characters linger with an almost physical presence, a twinkle of personality,
unforgettable actions, and the characters’ happy or sad fates. Fictional characters
whisper their secrets, allow us to witness their most intimate moments and sorrows,
and trust us with their messy emotions, bad decisions, and deepest longings. They
penetrate our aloneness, populate our imagination by starring in our inner cinema, and
slip their hands in ours and transport us to another place and another time. And while
all this is going on, often they teach us what it means to be human, complete with all
the troubles, heartaches, and mysteries.
Characters that leave a lasting footprint in our memories can be all types of
characters, including stuck-on-themselves divas, difficult drama queens, aging Italian
billionaires, lonely singletons, brave knights, and daring spies. It’s simple, really:
Character, not plot, is what chiefly interests the reader because he translates and feels
the character’s actions, desires, and passions from his own databank of experiences
and emotions.

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
Now let’s get down to the serious business of creating unforgettable characters—the
kind who take up residence in your imagination, who you can’t seem to stop thinking
about and devising scenarios about when you’re writing them, who make an editor sit
up and notice when she encounters them in your manuscript.
There are books that teach you how to write likeable or heroic characters, and then
there are books that focus almost exclusively on how to create protagonists. This isn’t
either of them. This is a book about thinking outside the box to create deeply
complicated characters that star in all the roles of a drama. As you read this book, I
want you to hit the “erase” button on what you’ve learned about fictional characters,
and I want you to travel with me into a realm of characters that create sizzle and leave
a lasting impression. These characters are the bad asses. We use bad asses in fiction
because readers want to meet story people whom they’ll never meet in real life, or,
more likely, because they avoid these types in real life—especially at an office party,
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especially in a single’s bar, especially in a dark alley. As this book will prove, a bad
ass can be a bitchy creature who betrays her friend, as Barbara Covett does in Zoë
Heller’s Notes on a Scandal, an unlikable protagonist, like David Lurie from J.M.
Coetzee’s Disgrace, or a scoundrel, like Black Jack Randall who appears in several
books in Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander series.
A bad ass can be a protagonist, the main character in the story; an antagonist, the
person who opposes the main character; a villain, an antagonist who has evil as part of
his personality makeup; or an anti-hero, a protagonist with few or no heroic and
likeable traits. A bad ass can also play a supporting role in a story as a secondary or
minor character. Thus, a bad ass can star in most any role in the story, and his
personality type can have endless variations. But all bad asses share certain
characteristics, and we populate our stories with them because a bad ass makes the
reader nervous. As writers, we want our readers nervous, if not scared, about what is
going to happen next in the story.
Let’s now talk about typical characteristics of bad asses, because I’m sure we all
have our own definition of a bad ass from real life. This requires that you’ve still got
your erase button depressed, because I want you to explore a whole new definition of
what kind of person might star or co-star in your stories. You use a bad ass in fiction
because he is going to elicit a complicated set of emotions in the reader, because he
will create more complex and intense situations (and often more dangerous situations)
than typical likeable or sympathetic characters, and because tension swirls around a
bad ass character like leaves in a hurricane.
As in real life, a bad ass in fiction makes a huge impression. While a bad ass can
range from a smart aleck to a sociopath, he will always be somehow edgy and outside
the norm. He will also possess a large and simmering physical presence, with at least
one unsavory personality trait. A bad ass draws heat because he will act in unexpected
ways in the story. A bad ass might not necessarily be a type that the reader can
empathize with since bad asses are often less fearful, less constrained, and have more
attitude than the rest of us. In the animal kingdom, bad asses are not the poodles or
Persians or even pandas. They’re not cuddly or domesticated. Instead, they might be
compared to cockroaches, sewer rats, wolves, jackals, and other predators.
Again, while the following chapters will delineate the various types of bad asses
you can use in stories, in general, a bad ass takes risks, has chutzpah, and usually is the
opposite of a wuss. Sometimes a bad ass has adventures we can only dream about.
Sometimes a bad ass can intimidate by merely lifting an eyebrow or giving a cold
stare. If a bad ass appears in genre fiction, he is a man (or woman) of action, and he
especially acts when most of us would be ducking for cover. In thrillers, the reader
might watch a bad ass dig a bullet out of his own leg, ignite a fire with a stick and
bow, steal a fortune, save the day, slay vampires, or start a war. But again, a bad ass
can appear in any type of story. In the pages of this book, you’re going to meet
characters who act in ways most of us would avoid and take risks most of us wouldn’t
dare tackling.
I want to remind you that a bad ass can also be refined—more fox than sewer rat,
more ermine than badger. He can possess a great intellect and wit, or quote saints and
philosophers. He might also possess a simmering sexuality, look fabulous in a tux, and
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have admirers or lackeys. Think of the characters played by George Clooney and Brad
Pitt in the film Ocean’s Eleven to imagine this type of bad ass.
A bad ass can be in a position of power or authority, which makes the reader really
nervous. Perhaps the bottom line is that these characters cannot be typecast, cannot be
easily explained, and certainly cannot be easily dismissed. There is always something
slightly, or hugely, dangerous about a bad ass, but sometimes this danger can be
strangely appealing. We write about bad asses because they fascinate us and linger in
our imaginations.
Typically, heroes in fiction and film have also been men and women of action who
assert courage to solve a problem in the story. The main difference between heroes and
bad asses is their level of morality. While heroes are always sympathetic characters,
bad asses are not necessarily sympathetic characters. Heroes bring hope and morality
to a situation; bad asses can bring hope to a situation, especially when the chips are
down, but it is more likely that they skirt the rules in the process. Another difference is
that heroes are always on the side of good, but you cannot say the same for bad asses.
Or, possibly, their means of helping for the good are unsavory. Think John Rambo in
Rambo, Jules Winnfield in Pulp Fiction, Harry Callhan of Dirty Harry, Buffy the
Vampire Slayer kicking butt and taking names.
In genre fiction, a bad ass might be able to survive in the wilderness on sticks and
insects, to swim the widest rivers, and to make love for hours. We write about bad
asses because they’re bigger than life. However, don’t be worried that your bad ass
characters must all be buff, snarly, and carrying a concealed weapon. A bad ass can be
a science teacher, a corporate executive, or a priest. Fiction writers and screenwriters
create bad asses because the lives of these characters are messy and complicated and
sometimes freaky, and these messes and complications and freakfests make for
compelling fiction. It’s all about attitude.
Here’s one of the first concepts to keep firmly in mind: Your protagonist—the
person who will appear in the most scenes, who will be most affected and changed by
the story’s events—can be likeable, but he doesn’t need to be. Or he can be sort of
likeable, but rough around the edges. Or he can be a creep, but you cannot help but
place him in a starring role because people of his sort fascinate you. That means your
protagonist can be quirky, sneaky, nutty, untrustworthy, self-pitying, or delusional.
This book will help you create these out-of-the-box types, and well as other characters,
such as villains, who star in other roles in the story.
My main purpose for writing this book is to teach you to create characters who live
and breathe and astonish and delight and terrify with their particular strain of
humanity. I don’t know about you, but I love to read a story that is so intricately drawn
that it seems like I could step into the story world and walk around. I can smell the
place, I can navigate the streets and buildings. I know what kind of car the protagonist
drives; I know if he drinks martinis, Cabernet, or Bud, or if he abstains from alcohol;
and I know what I’ll find when I open his refrigerator or underwear drawer.
If the story has a bad ass antagonist or villain, I’ll tiptoe past his lair because I know
that he represents trouble (in the case of an antagonist) or danger (in the case of the
villain). As I creep along, my heart hammering in my chest, I’ll be remembering the
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